
Derwent Valley Orienteers Committee Meeting

Held at: The Johnson’s Belper, Tuesday 11th September 2012
Chairman: John Hawkins
Minutes: John Hawkins
Present: Mike Gardner, Mike Godfree, Jen Gale, Ian Hodson, Val Johnson, Derek 

Gale, Judith Holt

1.  Introduction   John welcomed the Committee members to the third Committee 
meeting of 2012

2. Apologies:  Ro Cole, Liz Godfree, Ann Armistead, Ro Cole, Judith Holt, Sal Chaffey, 
Claire Selby 

3. Minutes of previous Committee Meeting   These were accepted as a true record of 
the meeting.

4. Notable results and events
It was noted that many DVO members had a really good level of success and won 
more than 20 mugs at the recent White Rose event.

5. Forthcoming Events  Please see the items on Fixtures
6. Treasurer’s Report

Claire was unable to be at the meeting but had provided a report showing the 
current financial status of the club including an assessment of the recent events. 
The report notes that the finances of the club are in good shape primarily as a 
result of the ongoing programme of events – please see report attached.

7. Secretary’s Report  It was noted that DVO currently has 299 members.  Other points 
to note in AOB.

8. Development Report
Derek proposed that at the next DVO Open Meeting the session should consider 
the future direction of the club.  Derek agreed to lead the session.

9. Fixtures Report
It was noted that there is a full series of events for the next months.
It was also noted that mike Gardner had agreed to take on the role of co-ordinating 
the quality of the event officials as this role is being relinquished by Ranald. 
Similarly Rob Shooter has agreed to take on the role of event official co-ordinator. 
Many thanks to both.

10. Equipment Report 
Mike Godfree raised the matter of the purchase of two clocks for event call up.  It 
was generally agreed that we should purchase two clocks as the current clocks are 
not appropriate for the task.  Mike needed to speak with Ted Finch (clock 
supplier) over a couple of technical matters and will contact Claire Selby to 
determine if we can source through the British Middles.
Derek proposed and it was agreed to purchase one more electronic control at a 
cost of approximately £100.  Derek will action.

11. Community O Groups
a. Buxton  It was noted that the Buxton group is considering how often it should 

meet.
b. Chesterfield  Steve Kimberley is considering how to take forward the 

Chesterfield group.
c. Derby  Nothing to report
d. Matlock  Judith Holt had provided the following report.    “Over the summer 

we have done a couple of taster sessions at the Tansley Village Games.  Club 



nights will re-start on Sep 12th at the ARC.  We hope to have four of us leading 
the nights with two out of the four taking the lead each week in rotation.  We 
know that some will be returning after the summer break but expect that others 
will move on to other activities so we will need to do more recruitment during 
the Autumn.”

12. BOF Matters
Judith provided a report noting that the BOF Xplorar pilot will be taking place in 
Hall Leys Park.  The aim being to attract non-orienteers to the sport using 
simplified maps through a non-typical orienteering approach.  This is nothing to 
do with DVO other than the DVO map will be used as the base map for the 
project.  Derek added this approach is part of a bid by BOF to achieve Sport 
England funding.
The Committee noted what BOF is doing, expressed for advising same and 
supports the approach.
Similarly Derek noted that Heather Brighouse from BOF has been running 
sessions at Darley Park to encourage persons not associated with orienteering to 
try it out in a non-typical orienteering situation.  There has been some limited 
attendance – the session may however not continue due to the limited attendance. 
Again this is nothing to do with DVO.

13. EMOA Matters
It was noted that the AGM will be held on 17.9.12 which will immediately be 
preceeded by an EGM concerning the constitution.  

14. Club Communication
a. Thanks were expressed to Mike Godfree for editing the September edition.  
b. Chris Owen has stepped down from being Editor and as such a new Editor is 

required.
c. Website – Derek agreed to ask John Cooke to add the membership list to the 

members only area of the website.  Views had been sought on this approach 
and no dissenting views were put forward.

15. AOB
a. Club Dinner   Val reported that this will take place at Tansley Village Hall on 

13th October.
b. Club Kit Sales John has spoken with Dave Vincent re the current stock of kit 

and is waiting for a report from DV on the stock holding.
c. Club Kit Competition  Mike Godfree will select a number of the more 

popular designs and provide pictures for voting by the membership at the 
AGM or the Club Dinner.

d. Membership Fees  Derek noted that the BOF fees have been significantly 
reduced to £5 for seniors and £2 for juniors.  It is intended that income for 
BOF will come moreso from events rather than membership fees.

Derek proposed that DVO should reduce its membership fees from £2 to £0. 
He intends to propose same at the AGM.

e. Newstrack  It was discussed whether Newstrack should be only available in 
soft copy.  It was agreed to discuss at the AGM.

f. Insurance  Derek will discuss the requirements of DVO’s insurance with 
Claire and Paul with a view to ensuring that we have the right cover at a 
competitive price.



g. Recognition of the efforts of members  The Committee to consider how to 
recognise where a member has made a particularly notable contribution to the 
club.

h. JK 2014  EMOA has been considering how to help at the Welsh JK and what 
contribution the EM clubs might make.  Post meeting note:  From a number of 
the committee it was proposed that DVO helps out on one day of the JK rather 
than doing the same job on all days. 

16. Dates of next meetings
a. Committee Meeting   TBA in December
b. Open Meeting  TBA
c. AGM   Wednesday 10th October – 8:15pm at the Bell Inn Cromford
 


